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Chapter 2 
Szymon T Dziuba1 Michal Godyfl 

IMPROVEMENT OF THE MANUFACTURING OF 
CABLE FOR AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY USING 

ISHIKA WA DIAGRAM 

Abstract: There are a number of enterprises where instruments and methods of quality 
management are used in a proper comprehen i e and professional way at indi iduaJ 
le el of maintaining and impro ement of production proce es. Appropriate application 
of these processes substantiall contributes to development of the organization. It should 
be noted that the use of quality tool in certain industries is nearly mandatory. 
On of the ectors with pecific requirements i automoti e industry ' hich introduced 
normati e regulations di cussed in the international standard of TSO 16949. The 
tandard concern the requirements for all the manufacturer of vehicles and its suppliers. 
h elementar goals of thi regulation is stri ing for ensuring safety for final product, 

continuou impro ement of proce e and reduction of co ts as well a meeting the 
cu tomer requirements. Thi is po ible to be achie ed b u ing quality tools uch as 
Pareto chart, lshikawa diagram, FMEA, SPC or QFD. 
Thi study is aimed to indicate po sible causes of defects in the process of cable 
production using Ishika" a diagram. 

Ke words: Quality Ishikawa diagram, cable. 

2.1. Introduction 

The enterprise analysed in thi study is a manufacturer of cables used 
in the automotive industry. Therefore, the enterprise is obliged to use the 
regulations and guidelines contained in th sectorial automotive standard 
ISO/TS 16949. The use of this tandard guarantees presentation of basic 
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requirements concerning management ystem in organization with p cial 
requirem nt of custom r and similar approach to quality system in the 
automotive ector both for service and manufactur rs that cooperate 
with original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). An additional benefit of 
the use of thi standard is, on the on hand avoiding the neces ity of 
multiple certification and on the oth r hand, opportunitie for continuous 
impro ement with simultaneous reduction in lo ses improvement in 
cooperation with customers and supply reliability (MA · KIEWICZ E. 2006 
L CZA.K J. 2008, DZI BA .T., JAROS A M.A., G L Bl CKA . 2013 . 
ISO/TS 16949 standard focuses on the whole cycle of manufacturing of a 
product i .. from the room nt of organization of the enterprise and quality 
system thr ugh activitie of market urv y tages in pr cess and product 
design production inspections and testing, implementation of preventive 
and correctiv measure until the di patch of the final product to the 
customer. Each tage contains feedback activities which are taken for 
continuou improvement of the system HAMROL A. 2008 DZlUBA .T. 
Goo ' M. 2014). 

Meeting the guidelines of the standard discussed is achieved by .g. 
the whole range of method and tools u d for quality management. Th 
mo t frequent tools include: SPC, Pareto chart and I hikawa diagram 
which wa used in this tudy. 

lshikawa diagram is also termed cause-and-effi et diagram r a 
fishbone diagram. This tool presents the causes of the problem in an 
organized form with mutual relationships between these causes. The chart 
should be prepared by th team compo ed of the employees of th 
pecific enterpri e with high expert knowledge (LUN R Kl J. 2011 

DZIUBA S.T., JAROSSOV A M.A., GOLF; 1- KA N. 20 13). 
The quality tool discu ed is used to propose hypothe e concerning 

the causes of defects. This tool is very uni rsal and can be used at all 
le els regardle of the type of di ision. The potential eau are men 
material management, method, machine and environment (DZIUBA .T. 
JAROSSOVAM.A. GOL~BIE KAN. 2013). 
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One of the condhions for proper identification of the cause of 
defects by means of I hikawa diagram during cable manufacturing is in
depth analy~is of it manufacturing process.Cables and leads both 
isolated and non-isolated, are products which are composed of one or 
more conductors which can but do not alway have, an indi idual 
coating in the form of isolation or shield with twisted trands. Conductors 
are the basic component of the stranded cable (lead) and are used for 
conduction of electric current. (LUKSZA J. SKOLYSZEWSKI A. 2006, 
GROBICK.l J. G ERMATA M. 2011). 

In the case discussed in this study, the cables for automotive industry 
are manufactured from strands made of copper alloys. Diagram of cable 
manufacturing is presented in Figure 2.1. 

Copper rolled products 

-----.....-------' ----~-..::.-..::.-j'_---
I Electro-plating : 

able 

L.------ --r.------------.J 

Fig. 2.1. Technological diagram of cable manufacturing. 

Source: author' own elaboration ba ed on {F!LEK W. 2011 M4.TERJALS FR0.\1..201 3 

As can be seen in Fig. 2.1, there are following stages in cable 
production: rolled product drawing wire drawing drawing wires 
stranding extrusion. Part of cables are obtained from strands coated with 
tin. Therefore, the material between the tages in rolled product drawing 
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and ir drawing is subjected to electro-plating FILEK W. 201 1 
T Rl L FROM ... 2013). 

he enterprise studied, which is a manufacturer and upplier of 
cables for the automotive industry, is obliged to m t th requirements 
contain d in the sectoral standard ISO/TS 16949 since they are connected 
with pr duct afety for final consumer. One of the r quirement of the 
automotive standard is adequate use of quality tool which guarantee 
continuous improv ment in the organization. 

2.2. Aim of the study and research methodology 

One of the mo t essential and the mo t pr blematic processes in 
manufacturing of abl s and leads is tranding wir int a conductor. 
Defect of onductor that occur during thi operation ha e essential 
effect on the furth r tage i.e. coating with in ulation. o t o d fects at 
this stage of manufacturing might be very high ince in the most of the 
cases th y can be d tected only in the final product (L K ZA J., 
SKOLY Z W KI A. 2006, FlLEK W. 2011, GR BI Kl J. G RM TA M. 
20 11). 

The first step in the enterprise studied wa identification of the 
defects in the-division of stranding machines which were organized u ing 
Pareto chart. The u e of this quality tools demon trated unequi ocally 
that the most frequent quality problem in th divi i n di cu ed wa 
"single wire loo ening" i.e. among all the wire stranded in a single 
conductor one unit is loo ened and its concentricity and lay ar unequal. 
Another essential quality defect was "uneven cab! laying n a drum" 
which consi t in formation of a belly on one or both sides of the drum 
flange (DZ BA .T. G D ' M. 2014 ). 

Identification of th most frequent defects allowed for formulati n of 
the research aim which i determination of potential causes of the defect 
and pointing to the factors of not detecting the defect. Th achiev ment f 
this research aim wa ensured by cause-and-effect analysi in th form of 
lshikawa diagram. The tudy employed the method of t amwork i.e. 
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brainstorming, inductive method, interview and technical data 
presentation. 

2.3. Cause-and-effect analysis of the most important defects 

After Pareto chart analysis, the deci ion wa made in the enterprise 
tudied t prevent two of the most frequent defects i.e. "single wire 

loosening" and "uneven wire laying" (DZIUBA S.T. GODYN M. 2014· 
KO STA IAK M. BORKOWSKI S. 2009 . 

The examinations were started from organization of a meeting of a 
team comprising persons responsible for finding solutions to eliminate 
the defects. A team leader was also appointed. At another stage, the 
brain terming method was used to analyse individual quality defects. All 
the participants were asked to list potential eau es of these defects. The 
participants were obliged not to criticise ideas given by others. In order to 
facilitate the course of this stage the authors used cause-and-effect 
analysis which examines mutual relationships between consecutive 
events, obtaining the cause-and-effect relationships in the form of a series 
of causes and their consequences. The tool that can be employed for 
cause-and-effect analysis is Ishikawa diagram. The diagram uses multi
level deduction and presentation of the relation hip in the form of a 
diagram that re embles the shape of a fish bone DZTUBA S.T., 
JARO OVA M.A. G L~BI.ECKA . 2013· BORKOW KI S. KO T CIAK 

M. )AGU IAK M. 2010). 
The analysis resulted in finding the causes and organization and 

determination of mutual relations, which can be seen in Figs. 2.2 - 2.5. 
Cause-and-effect analysis was divided into two parts during 

discussion on the problems of "single wire loosening" and "uneven wire 
laying". The first part was aimed at identification of the eau es of defects 
(Figs. 2.2, 2.4), whereas the second part was focused on detection of 
defects (Figs. 2.3 2.5 . 

Another stage of the tudy was to assess pos ible cause of defects 
through stimation since the fishbone diagrams (Figs. 22 - 2.5 contain 
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pos ible sources of the problem. Some of them are purely hypothetical 
and th probability of their occurrence was insignificant. ince taking 
preventive actions means that om costs have to be incurred the list wa 
verified and the focus was on the mo t realistic eau es of pr duct defects. 
At this stage apart from the t am assigned the shift manag r took part 
in the analysis. The scale of 0 t 2 with 0 meaning in ignificant 1 -
medium and 2 - high likelihood f ccurrence of the eau that ha e 
essential effect on occurrence of d :fl cts. Figure 2.2 - 2.5 pre ent 
Ishikawa diagrams with evaluation of possible sources of the problem. 
Among all the above causes tho with two points wer con id red a 
priority and were analysed first foll wed by the action tak n for tho e 
with 1 point whereas the eau e with 0 points were not taken into 
con id ration during creation of th acti n plan (Table 2.1 2.2 ince th 
lik lihood f their occurrence wa con id red a in ignificant. 
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Fig. 2.3. lshikawa diagram and tmaly i of the causes of non-detection of the 
defect "single wire loosening". 

ource: author's own elaboration based on (M-tTERIAL FR0.\1 ... 2013) 
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Fig. 2.4. lslzikawa diagram and analysi of the causes of the defect "uneven 
wire laying". 

Source: author's own elaboration ba ed on (M4TERIALS FRO.'v/ ... 2013) 
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Fig. 2.5. lshikawa diagram and analy is of the cause of non-detection of the 
defect "uneven wire laying". 

Source: author's own elaboration based on (MATERJ LS FRO 1 ... 2013) 

2.4. Action plan for quality problems identified in the analysis 

Th decision was made based on the analysis to develop an action 
plan for corrective and preventive measures for all the causes identified. 
The aim was to eliminate quality defects. Table X.l pre ents a plan of 
preventive measure concerning a quality problem of "single wire 
loosening". Furthermore Table X.2 presents preventive measures with 
respect to the quality problem connected with "uneven wire laying". 
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Table 2.1. Plan of preventive mea ure concerning the problem " ingle 

A PLAN 

Action Re ponsibility 
Date of 
action 

Introduction and training for 
operat r from the in truction 

3568 manual that pre ent a proper 
material inspecti n and 20 21 

Production di i i n W ek33 
in pecti n of machine 27,2 

components that eau ingle 29,30 

wire loo ening 

9 

9 Producti n di i ion w k 35 

Producti n divi i n W ek36 

12 

12 Purcha ing divi ion Week 35 

,12 Production divi i n w k 31 

3 L Pr ducti n divi ion Week 32 

in 
16, 17 

Production divi i n, 
Week47 

Purcha ing division 



proper types of products 
Replacement of ceramic 
component into part made 13,20 Maintenance divi ion Week 51 
of more durable material 
Matching individual machine Production division 
with p cific type of pr duct 24 maintenance divi ion, Week 34 

planning division 
Introduction of the system of 
marking nipple with diameter 15 Maintenance divi ion Week 33 
inspected 

Source: author's own elaboration ba ed on {MATERL.J.LS FROM .. . 2013) 

Table 2.1 pr ents the activities aimed on th one hand at reduction 
of the occurrence and on the other hand improvement in detection of 
th quality defect of " ingle wir loo ning". It i comprised of fow· 
column : the fir t column contains the action whereas the second 
column present potential causes' numbers assigned during assessment in 
I hikawa diagram (Fig. 2.2 and 2.3). The third column contains divi ions 
r ponsible for the actions implemented. As can be seen from the table, 
the repeated entity is production division. There is a rule used in the 

nterpri studied which says it i area where the defect occurred which is 
r ponsible for the defect . The fourth column presents the date for 
implementation of action . They are specified as weeks. 

The similar method a in the case of "single wire loosening" was used 
for analysi of th quality defect "uneven laying of cable in the drum" for 
which a plan of corrective and preventive actions was al o developed 

presented in Table 2.2 . 
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Table 2.2. Plan of preventive mea ure concerning the problem "uneven 

laying" 

Action 

Intr ducti on of the y tern of 
gr gation aimed at eparation 
f the drum which cannot be 

u d from tho e that an be 

Training for machine operator 
oncerning problem connected 

with uneven la in . 
A embly of additional light in 
machine to facilitate vi ual 

ACTION PLAN 

5 

5 

5 

6 

2 7 

9 

Production divi i n 

Maintenance 
di i ion 

FROM .. . 2013) 

Date of action 

We k32 

Week 33 

W ek35 

Table 2.2 how that the most action were implement d for the 
eau e "skewed drum". Drum segregation was planned in order t 
eliminate thi probl m. Th drum that could not be u d wer marked 
with a red tick and the shift manager made the decision wh ther thi 
drum should be scrapped or sent for overhaul. Th first on w re 
scrapped whereas ome space for o erhauling of ske ed drums wa 
spared. Additionally, new drums were ordered to replenish low lev I 
eau ed by scrapping. 

Additionally, th obligation of periodical in pection of laying de ice 
was introduced. The cycle of training in small groups for machine 
operators wa sch duled· the operator were informed about thi problem 
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and the aspects that should be paid particular attention were emphasized. 
The operator were al o taught how to conduct drum inspection. 

2.5. Conclusions 

After implementation of corrective and preventive measure 
presented in Table 2.1 and 2.2, the effectiveness of the actions used was 
carried out. 

The effectiveness consisted in inspection of the actions for a month. 
The examination howed that the best effects were produced by the 
actions connected with a em bly of additional components such as e.g. 
r placement of unwinder in elected machin . The actions concerning 
preventing low quality of semi-finished products allowed for elimination 
of the defect of "single wire loosening" caused for thi reason. The above 
actions yielded measurable benefits, but it should be emphasized that the 
cost of implementing these actions were high. An example of relatively 
low expenditures was the action aimed at limination of the use of 
k wed drums which eau ed "uneven cable laying". This action turned 

out to be very effective a no problem caused by this defect was observed 
over the p riod of 4 weeks of the study. 

A holi tic stati tics were prepared in the fmal pha e of the study, 
which showed that in the case of "single wire loosening" the number of 
defects declined by 44%, wh reas "une en laying" was reduced by 68%. 
However these findings are not entirely reliable since production level in 
the stranding division increa ed by 20% in the period studied. Therefore 
the additional collected values were computed using PPM (parts per 
million) index which denotes the number of defects per million products 
(likelihood of occurrence). Higher PPM values correspond to higher 
process defectiveness. According to this measure, occurrence of the 
problem "single wire loosening" reduced by 62% whereas "une en cable 

laying" wa reduced by 87%. 
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The study demon trated that collecting reliable data followed by th 
u e of proper quality tools allows for finding the causes of defect 
implementation of adequate corrective and preventive measure in order 
to achieve proper quality level of the final product. 
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